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by Marie Huillet, writing for Cointelegraph

Cryptocurrency firms in Ireland will soon be regulated in line with the latest

European legal framework for the prevention of money laundering and terrorism

financing.
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China’s dominance in Bitcoin mining may not last as more mining chips are

produced and other countries offer cheap power sources, said cypherpunk

Jameson Lopp in a blog post.

CHINA’S MINING DOMINANCE UNLIKELY TO
LAST: LOPP

by Guest Authors, writing for Cointelegraph

To a newcomer, crypto mining may sound deceptively easy — essentially, a

way to switch on a machine, walk away and watch the lucrative crypto

rewards roll in. But the reality is a little more complicated.

HOW MINERS CAN HEDGE THEIR INVENTORY
TO INCREASE RETURN ON INVESTMENT

by Jack Martin writing for
Cointelegraph

Israeli blockchain startup

Orbs has published an

open letter to French

President, Emmanuel

Macron. This letter

promotes the use of

blockchain technology to

manage foreign aid

following the tragic

explosion in Beirut on

August 4.

PRESIDENT
MACRON COULD
LEVERAGE
BLOCKCHAIN TO
TRANSFORM
LEBANON AID

by Emilia Davis, writing for Cointelegraph
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WELCOME

by Aziz Abdel-Qader, writing for Finance Magnates

Poland’s financial regulator is reporting a surge in impersonation scams over

the last months, with cryptocurrency fraudsters have been doing the rounds

claiming to offer investment offers supervised by the KNF.

POLAND’S KNF IMPERSONATED IN
CRYPTOCURRENCY SCAM

by Rachel Wolfson, writing for Cointelegraph

Blockchain could be key for ensuring user privacy in COVID-19 contact-tracing

apps. According to KPMG’s United States blockchain leader, Arun Ghosh,

blockchain is key for ensuring data privacy and is an essential technology for the

future.

REVIVING TOURISM AND USER PRIVACY VIA
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ID SYSTEMS

by Turner Wright, writing
for Cointelegraph

An analysis of the 20

largest crypto assets by

market cap determined

that Bitcoin mining

accounted for only 66% of

total power consumption.

ALTCOINS
ACCOUNT FOR
ONE THIRD OF
TOTAL CRYPTO
MINING POWER
USAGE

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

Blockchain has found a fresh new use-case in recycling services, with big-

picture plans to rid the environment of all recycling waste completely.

PLASTICS RECYCLING BUILDS THE
BUSINESS CASE FOR BLOCKCHAIN
by RecycleGO, writing for SDCexec

This week Sam Doctor of

BitOoda discusses the

Bitcoin Power Analysis

report he and his team

have put together for

Fidelity. Listen to it here to

find out more.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD

by Mohammad Musharraf, writing for Cointelegraph

The metals and minerals resource trading subsidiary of Mitsubishi Corporation,

Mitsubishi Corporation RtM Japan Ltd, has launched a blockchain platform named

ECO for precious metals trading.

MITSUBISHI LAUNCHES BLOCKCHAIN
PLATFORM FOR METAL TRADING
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